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 across multiple databases, currently implementing at a local independent school district, which contains the school district's student information in their own database. I need a program that can allow me to search their student information and pull out the school names and student numbers based off their last name/student number. I'm going to search the students first name and then their student
number and the program will be able to tell me what school it's in based on their last name. I need it to be able to run in the background and be able to search multiple databases at the same time, and while searching, be able to read and write to that same database. The database I'm going to be searching is an Access database. I'm also looking for a way to make this program work on a new school

district I'm starting, and potentially moving this program to that district. I'm looking for a decent price, and I don't mind if it's free or really cheap, as long as it works for me. I've tried looking at these on the internet, but they don't seem to be what I'm looking for, as I'm looking for something that works with multiple databases, that I can search from the front end of the program itself and not have to
actually access the database I'm searching. I have about 50 databases, all of which I need to have the same search capabilities. Any help is greatly appreciated. A: What you need is a database engine: something to make queries to the database from your application. You can use any database engine (MySQL, SQLite, MS SQL Server, DB2, Oracle, etc) to achieve your goal. I would recommend to use

SQLite for it's simplicity. SQLite is a database management system (DBMS) that was designed to be a perfect database. It is fully featured, and fast (up to 1000 times faster than its closest competitors). The user interface is simple and easy to learn, and it is Open Source software. 82157476af
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